Dear Parents,
for students entering second grade. This summer we
expect our students to be reading every day for at least 30 minutes! We hope that students will seek
out books that allow them to read for fun and for information.
It is imperative that children continue to read over the summer. Children can lose as much as one full
year of reading if they do not practice. For some children in first grade, this means that they could lose
an
reading

Here are some suggestions to make reading easy for your child:
Break it up! Consider breaking the 30 minutes of reading into 2, 15 minute blocks. For example your
child could read for 15 minutes right after breakfast and again for 15 minutes before bed.
Location, location, location! Pack a book with your beach bag, read in the car if you can (not everyone
can), bring a book to read while waiting for an appointment.
have your child read aloud to an adult, this helps increase automaticity and speed in
reading. It also gives you an opportunity to help with reading expression! Also, read to your child in
addition to his/her own reading time. Modeling strong reading skills is so beneficial.
We expect students to read at least two books this summer, one of them from our attached reading list.
In addition we would like students to choose two activities from our attached list to complete for one of
the books read and to bring this to school the first week.
Please share this letter with your child. We hope you enjoy the summer reading assignment!
Happy Summer Reading!
Mrs. Finley and Mrs. Weidman

Summer Reading Activities for Second Grade (Please pick two!)
(Make sure you include the name of the book you choose and the author,)

1. What was your favorite part of the story? Why was this your favorite part? Draw a picture of your
favorite part to go with your answer.

2. Pretend that you have to convince your best friend to read this book. What would you tell him/her
to make him/her read it? (Did you love the characters? Was it exciting and kept you guessing what
would happen next? Is the ending surprising?)

3. If one character in your story was a super hero who would he/she be? (Real or made up
superhero!). What kind of super powers would he/she have and why would that help him/her?
Draw a picture of this super hero.

4. Could your story have a different ending? What could that ending be? Or, if there was a problem
that was solved, what is a different way it could be solved?

